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Cognizant Awarded MuleSoft UKI Partner of the Year

Cognizant has been awarded the UKI Partner of the Year by MuleSoft, a leader in enterprise Integration Platform
and API Management (application programming interface). Cognizant was recognized for its excellence in
helping customers become highly connected and composable organizations, which maps technology solutions
to APIs.  By leveraging APIs Cognizant has helped customers fundamentally change how they operate so that
they are capable of quickly mapping technology solutions to meet their changing business needs.

Enterprises who have worked with Cognizant’s approach to MuleSoft’s platform can now deliver integrations up
to 60% faster and lower their cost to maintain integrations by 50%. They also benefit from increased agility,
with improvements in measures such as time-to-market, IT throughput, change success rate, and lower
operational expenses.

"We are honoured to be recognized by MuleSoft for our work with customers across domains, on their
composable enterprise journey” said Rob Walker, Senior Vice President and Country Lead, United Kingdom and
Ireland, Cognizant. “Composable enterprise comes not from the implementation of any single technology, but
from an architecture that is built for constant innovation, enabling companies to bring multiple technologies
together again and again to create a compelling and consistent customer experience. Our partnership with
MuleSoft enables this dynamic growth at scale.”

“Today’s digital imperative means that companies are facing increased pressure to quickly meet customer
expectations for connected digital experiences,” said Dan McAllister, Senior Vice President of Global Alliances
and Channels. “With industry knowledge and expertise, our MuleSoft partners help joint customers deploy
integration, API, and automation solutions at scale so that they can deliver these seamless experiences, faster.
We are excited to celebrate the success of our MuleSoft partner ecosystem and recognize their continued
commitment in driving digital transformation and productivity for customers globally.”
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